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1 Introduction

The infringement of competition rules, as regulated by EU law, which consists of Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), several Council and Commission Regulations and Commission Notices, and Guidelines, causes serious consequences. The fine for restricting competition by agreement, for abuse of a dominant position, for failure to notify concentrations between undertakings, and for other conduct contrary to EU competition rules, defined by Council Regulation No 1/2003 of 16 December 2002 on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty (Regulation 1/2003), and by Council Regulation No 139/2004 of 20 January 2004 on the control of concentrations between undertakings (Regulation 139/2004), may amount up to 10 % of the total turnover of an undertaking in the preceding business year. In 2008, the Republic of Slovenia adopted the same method of sanctions for the breach of competition rules, and ensured the enactment of the new Prevention of the Restriction of Competition Act (SCA). The legislative intent was to bring the Slovenian regulation more into line with the EU regulation, and to introduce fines that are more individualised and efficient. There is no doubt that a fine determined according to the annual turnover of the undertaking in breach can represent a considerable amount for large-sized companies with high turnover, compared to the previous SCA regulations (1999) where fines were low and thus efficient only for small-sized companies and entrepreneurs. Besides fines, there are also other sanctions provided for breach of competition rules, including nullity of agreements that restrict effective competition, damages payable to the injured persons, and in special circumstances under Slovenian law, an infringement of competition rules can also qualify as a criminal offence for which not only natural persons, but also legal entities can be responsible.

In order to impose the above-mentioned sanctions there are two important issues that need to be addressed. The first issue is what constitutes a restriction of effective competition. This issue requires a complex analysis of competition rules in light of the objectives of competition law. Due to the complexity and broadness of the subject matter, it cannot be dealt with in this paper. Therefore, this paper is dedicated to the second important issue only – to the entities that are obliged to follow competition rules and are responsible for the infringement of these rules. Accordingly, two matters should be mentioned. Firstly, this paper deals with the notion of an undertaking, with special emphasis on the public entities such as states, local communities, public agencies and other institutions, and their qualification as addressees of competition rules. Secondly, it deals with this issue mainly under the Slovenian competition regulation, including the case law of the Slovenian Competition Protection Office (hereinafter referred to as Office) and the courts. However, it has to be stressed that for the reasons mentioned below, there is no major difference in the interpretation of the undertaking under the Slovenian and EU competition law. Therefore, the solutions
adopted by the EU Commission and EU Court (hereinafter referred to as Court) can also be acceptable for Slovenian Office and courts.

As in other EU Member States, there are two competition law systems in force in Slovenia, i.e., EU competition law and Slovenian national competition law. The applicability of EU competition law depends on whether the case at issue is related to either antitrust law (e.g., an agreement restricting competition, abuse of a dominant position) or control of concentrations between undertakings (e.g., mergers). Therefore, EU law is applicable only where an agreement or abuse might appreciably affect trade between Member States\textsuperscript{13} and where a concentration has an EU dimension – a criterion based on the turnover of undertakings concerned in a concentration\textsuperscript{14}. Otherwise, there are no considerable differences between Slovenian and EU competition laws. With a few minor differences, Slovenian legislator modelled the SCA on relevant competition provisions of the Treaty Establishing the European Community\textsuperscript{15} (now the TFEU after the Treaty of Lisbon\textsuperscript{16} has entered into force), EU Regulations, and the case law of the Court. In addition, the practice of the Office and national courts reveals that also the rules established in cases before the Court are used as references in competition cases that are otherwise dealt with national law. Therefore, this paper also refers to the EU case law where it is relevant and necessary to explain the subject matter of this paper, especially where no case law exists in Slovenia.

The first part of this paper briefly explains the purpose of competition law and the regulation in this field of law in the Republic of Slovenia. It also briefly describes various forms of competition restrictions that are identical to those under EU competition law. The second part deals with the concept of an undertaking and an association of undertakings in competition law as it has evolved over the years, including the ‘single economic entity’ doctrine and its importance in understanding the concept of an undertaking in competition law. The last part is dedicated to public entities and their possible classification as undertakings, with special emphasis on the case law of the Office, Slovenian national courts, and the EU Court where necessary.

2 Competition Law and the SCA

Competition law exists to protect competition in a free market economy, i.e., in an economic system in which allocation of resources is determined exclusively by supply and demand in free markets and not by government regulation. The fundamental element of this system is competition between entities, which leads to low prices, innovations, better quality, and a wide selection of goods and services. The main purpose of competition law is thus to prohibit and to punish anti-competitive conduct. It is defined as any conduct that creates outcomes opposite to those provided by effective competition.
The part of the Slovenian competition law that deals with the prevention of restriction of effective competition is regulated by the SCA.\textsuperscript{17} According to this Act, the conduct of undertakings aimed at eliminating or preventing competition between players in the market is prohibited (e.g., when companies agree to fix prices or to set production quotas, etc.). The SCA distinguishes between anti-competitive conduct of undertakings and anti-competitive conduct of public entities, also known as state restrictions on competition. The anti-competitive conduct of undertakings includes: agreements or decisions made by an association of undertakings, concerted practices between undertakings that have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction, or distortion of competition (Article 6 of the SCA),\textsuperscript{18} abuse of a dominant position (Article 9 of the SCA),\textsuperscript{19} and concentrations between undertakings that significantly impede effective competition, particularly by creating or strengthening a dominant position (Article 11 of the SCA).\textsuperscript{20} The aim of the prohibition under Article 6 of the SCA is to provide independence for each undertaking to make decisions relevant to the market. Co-operation between undertakings on prices, production quotas, market share, etc. is thus strictly prohibited. Article 9 of the SCA refers to unilateral conduct of dominant undertakings. These are undertakings that possess significant market power, allowing them to act to a significant degree independently of their competitors, clients, or consumers. Examples of abuse of a dominant position are discriminatory pricing, predatory pricing, tying, refusal to deal, etc. Regarding concentrations between undertakings, only those that significantly impede effective competition are prohibited.\textsuperscript{21} However, it should be mentioned that all the concentrations that meet the economic criteria laid down in Article 42 of the SCA should be notified to the Office or to the EU Commission (in the event that they are qualified as concentrations with EU dimensions) regardless of whether or not they would significantly impede effective competition.

On the other hand, state restrictions of competition are as a rule prohibited, except in special circumstances provided by law. Thus, the Government of the Republic of Slovenia, state bodies, local community bodies, and individuals exercising public authorisations may not restrict the free operation of undertakings in the market (Article 64 of the SCA). An example of such restriction would be if the state directly or indirectly created discrimination among undertakings with respect to their registered offices, or the prohibition of trade in goods and services outside the local community area (Article 66 of the SCA). State restrictions of competition are the matters that should not be regulated by the SCA. The reason is that besides eliminating, they have nothing in common with restrictions made by undertakings. Anyway, the Slovenian legislator did not decide to regulate them with a special act other than the SCA.

Since this paper concentrates on anti-competitive conducts of undertakings, the term ‘competition rules’ is used to refer to those conducts only. Nevertheless, it should be emphasised that the notion of an undertaking as understood in competition law is broad enough to encompass public authorities and other public
entities that can also be punished for coordinating their conduct, or for abusing a dominant position\textsuperscript{22} because they too can act as undertakings. Therefore, a public entity is not prevented from being outside the prohibition contained in Articles 6, 9, and 11 of the SCA. The case law shows that many public entities have been under investigation by the Office or the EU Commission for infringing competition rules, and that they have been even condemned for restricting competition in the market.

3 The Notion of an 'Undertaking' and an Association of Undertakings

3.1 Undertakings Engaged in Economic Activities

Apart from the section dealing with state restrictions on competition, the SCA applies only to undertakings and associations of undertakings (Articles 4(1) and 3 of the SCA). The notion of an undertaking should be interpreted in the same way for the purpose of eliminating competition by agreement, for abuse of a dominant position, and for concentrations between undertakings.\textsuperscript{23} The same interpretation already results from the general provisions of the SCA in Article 3. It defines the term ‘undertaking’ by virtue of provisions referring to agreements, abuse of a dominant position, and control of concentrations without making any distinction between these different forms of prevention or elimination of competition.\textsuperscript{24} In addition, the same interpretation is also substantiated by the fact that these different lines of conduct are somehow connected. Control of concentration has a preventive role in assessing abuse of a dominant position because it prevents the creation of a dominant position and its potential abuse in the future. The rules that prevent restrictions of competition by agreement are not suitable to regulate concentrations because they refer only to the conduct between independent undertakings, while the purpose of concentrations leads to the loss of independence of those undertakings over which control is exercised.\textsuperscript{25} And finally, the connection between a restriction of competition by agreement and abuse of a dominant position results from the fact that only the unilateral conduct of an undertaking is subject to Article 9 of the SCA, while Article 6 of the SCA requires collusion between undertakings as a condition for applicability (see also Wils, 2000: 106).

The notion of an undertaking has a specific connotation in competition law, and it is not in accordance with the notion of an undertaking as understood in company law. According to the Slovenian Companies Act (OJ RS, No. 65/2009(ZGD-1-UPB3) of 14 August 2009), an undertaking is just an organised bundle of personal and material resources needed to carry out commercial activities. Therefore, it is just an object, and not a subject of law (Ivanjko, 2009: 105). The position of an undertaking is quite different in company law where an undertaking is understood as a subject of law. As in EU competition law, the notion of an undertaking under the SCA rules requires a broad interpretation. According to Article 3(1)(1) of the SCA, an undertaking is an entity engaged in an economic activity regardless of the
legal status of the entity or the way in which it is financed. Therefore, the SCA does not enumerate addressees of competition law rules by their legal status or form such as a company limited by shares, a limited liability company, an entrepreneur, etc. Instead, it uses a general denomination – performing an economic activity. Only the function of the activity carried out by the entity concerned is important and not the nature of the entity itself. This has two important implications. First, not only are companies the addressees of competition rules, but also individuals, professions, partnerships, sport clubs, and others. Second, there are certain fields that are excluded from the scope of competition rules. These are: a field of private use, a field of workers, and a field of carrying out public authority (Kling & Thomas 2004, 505). This paper deals with the last exemption under which only entities engaged in economic activities must act according to the competition rules, whilst entities performing tasks in the public interest fall outside the scope of these rules (Jones & Sufrin, 2008: 128).

Since the notion of an undertaking refers to an economic activity, the critical question is what constitutes such an activity. First of all, it should be pointed out that an economic activity is not a synonym for a profit-making activity, which is performed with the purpose of making a profit. It is also not necessary that a body be set up for an economic purpose. An economic activity is defined by the SCA as an activity performed for pay in the market (Article 3(1)(2) of the SCA). Therefore, there are two criteria for determining an economic activity: performing an activity in the market and performing an activity for pay. The first criterion indicates that market participants must make independent decisions about market parameters (such as price, production quota, etc.), while the second criterion excludes the activities that are performed without pay, or the activities where users do not pay for goods or services received, but instead, they make a contribution, or pay a fee, etc. According to this, the notion of an economic activity is broader than a profit-making activity because it also encompasses activities where payment is made only for covering expenses without any profit being made. Such a conclusion was confirmed by the Office in the case of the Slovenian Spas Association. It deals with the restriction of competition by agreement under Article 6 of the SCA (ex Article 5 of the SCA (1999)). An undertaking under investigation claimed that the Office was not competent to give any decision because the SCA was not applicable to the case concerned. The undertaking under investigation was an entity engaged in natural health spa activities performed as public services. Consequently, the entity carried out no profit-making activity. The Office decided that, for the application of competition rules, it was not required that activities should be performed for the purpose of making a profit. Only performing an activity for pay is of importance. There is no doubt that natural spa activities are performed in the market and offered to customers for payment. The fact that the prices for medical treatment services were fixed by an agreement between the Slovenian Spas Association, the Health Insurance Institute of Slovenia, and the Ministry of Health was also irrelevant in this case. A similar outcome was reached in the case Festival Ljubljana/Cankarjev dom. In this case,
the undertakings under investigation for infringement of Article 6 of the SCA (ex Article 5 of the SCA (1999)) were claimed to be non-profit public institutes in the field of culture, and thus outside the scope of competition rules. According to the decision of the Office, both entities were treated as undertakings because they performed their activities in the market and for pay. The payment represents the price of the tickets for a social event, the rent of premises, etc. Both entities also made independent decisions about market parameters. Therefore, the activity function is important. This means that the activities generally known as non-economic can also be economic under the competition rules.

3.2 Association of Undertakings

Under the provisions of the SCA, an association of undertakings, not directly performing an economic activity, but affecting or might be affecting undertakings’ activities in the market, is also subject to competition rules. An association consists of several undertakings in a particular industry, and it represents and protects the mutual interest of its members against other undertakings and public bodies. An association may provide a forum for competitors to meet, and to discuss the issues that are in their mutual interest. Thus, it can be a perfect vehicle through which undertakings can co-ordinate their actions (Jones & Sufrin, 2008: 146). Examples of such associations, which were also under the investigation of the Office, are the Slovenian Spas Association, the Slovenian Chamber of Pharmacy, the Slovenian Tourist Agencies Association, the Association of Banks, etc.

The main purpose of including an association of undertakings among the addressees of competition rules is to ensure that undertakings do not evade competition rules by establishing an association that makes decisions for all its members. When determining an association of undertakings, it is not relevant whether the association has a legal personality, undertakings are permanently linked, membership is binding or voluntary, or regarding the founder of the association, etc. Although legal personality is not crucial to qualify associations as undertakings, it is relevant for the imposition of fines. Article 73 of the SCA provides that only natural and legal entities and entrepreneurs can be fined for breach of competition rules. Thus, an association with no legal personality, although it is an undertaking and found in breach of competition rules, cannot be fined under Slovenian regulations.

3.3 Single Economic Entity

For the correct interpretation of the concept of ‘undertaking’ under the competition rules, one must also turn to the so-called ‘single economic entity’ doctrine. The companies belonging to the same group and having, e.g., the status of parent and subsidiary may have distinct legal personalities, but they are not necessarily independent in an economic sense. This means that a subsidiary has no
freedom to determine its conduct in the market, and it must follow the instructions given by its parent company. Since subsidiaries lack autonomy, they form one entity together with their parent companies (Jones & Sufrin, 2008: 141). Consequently, the agreements between parent and subsidiary companies are not prohibited because there is no co-operation between at least two undertakings as required by law. Thus, the notion of an ‘undertaking’ encompasses only undertakings that have economic independence in order to be subject to competition rules. One of the most obvious examples of such a single economic entity is where one company owns a 100% share in another company. As for other cases, the important question is which factors can be taken into account to establish such a single economic entity. Articles 3(1)(3) and (4) of the SCA contain definitions of ‘controlling’ and ‘controlled undertaking’. The question is whether these rules are suitable to define a single economic entity. It should be emphasised that these rules are intended to estimate the aggregate turnover of the undertakings belonging to the same group of undertakings in order to determine whether or not the Office should be notified of a concentration under Article 43 of the SCA. This means that they indicate only formal control and not actual control as regulated under Article 10 of the SCA, which is intended to establish whether certain transactions can be qualified as concentrations. Thus, in our opinion, the rules under Articles 3(1)(3) and (4) of the SCA cannot be relevant guidelines for the determination of a single economic entity. Therefore, it is more appropriate to apply the rules under Article 10 of the SCA in relation to the existence of concentrations between undertakings (see also Wils, 2000: 106; Whish, 2003: 88-89, and Faull & Nikpay, 2008: 207 regarding EU competition law). Under these rules, a concentration between undertakings exists if an undertaking has the possibility of exercising decisive influence over another undertaking, i.e., to exercise influence on the strategic decisions of another undertaking (e.g., decisions relating to budget, business plan, larger investments, etc.). This means that any undertaking over which control can be exercised lacks decision-making autonomy, and this is exactly the purpose of the ‘single economic entity’ doctrine.

We can also draw such a conclusion from the Slovenian case law. In the Slovenian Bank case, four banks were found in breach of competition rules because they agreed to a provision to charge for withdrawing money from cash machines. They all introduced a commission in the same amount on the same day. During the proceedings, the question arose as to whether two of them formed a single economic entity. The Office referred to the possibility of exercising decisive influence and indicated non-exhaustive criteria that could be useful in this regard, e.g., a majority share in the subsidiary, appointment of the management and supervisory board members, transfer of profits to the parent company, etc.
4 A Public Body Exception

4.1 A Brief Introduction to the Public Entities in Republic of Slovenia

Legal entities or artificial persons created by legal acts can be divided into private legal entities and public legal entities. This division is the result of a well-known distinction between private and public law. While the foundation of private law is the right of each individual to be the subject of legal relations and to shape them according to his or her will, public law is characterised by the exercise of official authority. The basic characteristic of a public legal entity is the foundation act in the form of a legal act or other official act. In addition to the nature of the foundation act, there are some other ancillary criteria that help define a public entity. These are exercise of official authority, obligatory membership in an entity, use of force, etc. (Trstenjak, 2003: 100–102; Pirnat, 1999: 912; Bohinc, 2005: 68).

While the classification of private entities as undertakings is not problematic, the same cannot be said for public entities such as states, local communities, public funds, public agencies, and public institutes.

The purpose of this paper is not to discuss thoroughly which entities in Slovenia should be qualified as public legal entities, considering that many authors in Slovenia have already taken much effort to deal with this issue. In addition, this qualification is irrelevant to the issue of addressees of competition rules where the only relevant criterion (as we have seen) is to perform an economic activity. The prevailing opinion is that public entities in Slovenia are especially the State, local communities, public agencies, chambers (e.g., Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Slovenia, Notary Chamber of Slovenia, Slovenian Bar Association), public institutes, public funds, etc. Authors also quote public undertakings (see Pirnat, 1999: 919; Kranjc, 2007: 77), i.e., those undertakings over which public authorities may directly or indirectly exercise a dominant influence by virtue of their ownership, their financial participation therein, or the rules which govern it (see Zabel, 2000: 26) as public entities.

4.2 Public Entities as Addressees of Competition Rules

It is well established that public entities can be undertakings under the competition rules insofar as they perform an economic activity. In the case of Pavel Pavlov and Others v Stichting Pensioenfonds Medische Specialisten, the Court held that the fact that a professional organisation is governed by a public-law statute does not preclude the application of competition rules. Although there is no provision that would explicitly include public entities and public undertakings as addressees of the competition rules in the new SCA (2008), this does not and cannot mean that they are completely outside the scope of competition rules. These rules are not applicable to them only when they exercise official authority, i.e., when they perform an activity of a typical public nature or when their activity is dedicated to performing public interest work that is part of the principal state function (see
Grilc, 2009: 60). Though this delimitation seems to be simple, in reality, it is often far from that (see also Loozen, 2009: 34). There is also another difficulty concerning those entities that not only exercise public authority, but also perform an economic activity. The question is whether we should treat them as undertakings. The answer, of course, is of crucial importance for the reasons mentioned above. It is well established that the notion of an undertaking requires assessing the entity as an undertaking in each individual case. This is due to the concept of the relative notion of an undertaking (see Säcker, Herrmann, 2007: 458). Therefore, it is quite possible that an entity is qualified as an undertaking under certain circumstances, but not in others (Faull & Nikpay, 2008: 189). Thus, every single activity of an entity should be assessed in each individual case.

The old SCA (1999) contained a provision regarding public entities and public undertakings in Article 2(4) that provided:

"This Act applies to public undertakings and other public entities performing an economic activity, unless otherwise provided by the act."

According to this provision, there were two possible ways to exclude the application of the SCA. First, if an activity was not economic, and second, if an activity was found to be economic, but it could take advantage of the derogation from competition rules provided by other legal acts. In this respect, before the Office, the question arose of the interpretation of the last part of the provision that refers to rectifying this issue in other acts. In the case of Festival Ljubljana/Cankarjev dom, the Office held that undertakings co-ordinated their conduct and thus infringed competition rules. They informed each other about event performances, prevented other organisers from organising events, agreed on the competition clause, accepted obligations to use the facilities, etc. The question was whether Festival Ljubljana and Cankarjev dom could be classified as undertakings and subject to competition rules. Both undertakings are public institutes and consequently public entities. Festival Ljubljana claimed that Article 4(2) of the SCA (1999) should apply subsidiarily to public entities when stating that the SCA was only applicable if not otherwise provided by other acts. The Office held that the provision concerned does not mean that it applies subsidiarily to public undertakings and public entities, but that it may be excluded by virtue of another legal act or by using different methods of rectifying certain issues. Thus, the conduct of the undertakings concerned would not be dealt with under the SCA only in the case of a special legal act that would exclude the applicability of the SCA or would provide different regulations for certain types of entities. For this purpose, the Office closely examined other possible legal acts and ascertained that none of them would exclude the application of the SCA in the given case.

Although Article 2(4) of the SCA (1999) is no longer in force, the idea behind this provision can still be very much alive. Public entities and undertakings can be subject to other rules that exclude the application of competition rules (i.e., SCA).
This would presumably be in the cases where their activity is of general interest or where certain conduct of undertakings is required by legislation. As already mentioned, the SCA (2008) has no such provision, not even similar to the provision of Article 2(4) of the SCA (1999). The question is whether the inclusion of such a provision in the SCA is necessary. The preparatory documents for the SCA bill are silent on this issue and do not explain any reasons for the abandonment of this provision, but the reason for that may lie in the fact that such entities are already covered by the definition of ‘undertaking’ under Article 3 of the SCA. The term ‘undertaking’ referred to in Article 3 of the SCA is clear enough and does not need any further explanation as to the inclusion of public entities and public undertakings as addressees of competition rules. Nevertheless, such an inclusion (especially as regards the last part of the former Article 2(4) of the SCA (1999) that points to other legislative acts that derogate from the application of competition rules) would be appropriate for the sake of legal certainty.

In addition to the already mentioned case of Festival Ljubljana/Cankarjev dom, where public institutes were treated as undertakings because they were receiving financing through selling goods and services in the market, the Office treated several other public entities as undertakings. In the case of ZZV Maribor/DDD Koper, ZZV Maribor was accused of collusive tendering and thus restricting competition by agreement. ZZV Maribor is the Maribor Public Health Institute established to perform social and medical, epidemiological, and health-ecological activities in certain regions of Slovenian local communities. It acquires financial assets not only from public funds, but also from selling services in the market. The Office found it to be an undertaking. In the JKP Log case, an entity was accused of allegedly abusing its dominant position by discriminating against the Primožič Company because it refused to give access to performing certain funeral activities that were otherwise allowed to be performed by other companies. The JKP Log Company was established to perform funeral activities as a public service. Therefore, it was treated as an undertaking under the competition rules. It was established by legal acts, and its function was to perform several community activities. The same conclusion was reached in the case of Pogrebno podjetje Maribor where the undertaking performing funeral activities was accused of allegedly abusing its dominant position in the relevant market by imposing unfair trading conditions, applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, and tying. Pogrebno podjetje Maribor was granted public power by the local community to perform public commercial service for two cemeteries in the Maribor region. It was also treated as an undertaking.

The Court also handled many other such cases. In the case of Klaus Höfner and Fritz Elser v Macrotron, a German Federal Employment Agency was found to be an undertaking. Its employment procurement activities were economic in nature, and they were not necessarily provided by the State. Thus, the activity performed did not form part of the essential functions of the State (Faull &
Nikpay: 2008, 192–193). The decision of the Court was different in the Corinne Bodson case<sup>55</sup> where competition rules did not apply to the agreements concluded between communities acting in their capacity as public authorities and undertakings entrusted to perform funeral services. There were similar rulings in the cases of SAT Fluggesellschaft v Eurocontrol<sup>56</sup> and Diego Calì & Figli Srlvi Servizi ecologici porto di Genova SpA (SEPG).<sup>57</sup> In Eurocontrol, an air traffic control organisation involved in maintenance and improvement of air navigation safety was not ruled as an undertaking, even though it collected route charges. The Court held that Eurocontrol acted on behalf of the State without having any influence over the amount charged. In Diego Calì case, the activities of the company, which exercised an exclusive right to provide services relating to the protection of the environment, were not economic, although the company charged a fee set by the Genoa Port Authority for providing these services. The Court held that these services were part of an essential state function relating to the protection of the environment.

We can deduce from the case law that despite the fact that performing an activity for pay is a crucial condition for the determination of an undertaking under the SCA, it is not necessarily always conclusive or, if we put it more precisely, sometimes the lines are blurred. This is the case where organisations exercise the powers that can be seen as part of the prerogative of the State, for example, where an organisation is under State control and fees are set by the State. It is also true that the fact that a certain activity is performed in the public interest or an entity performs public services is not necessarily enough for competition rules not to be applied (Faull & Nikpay, 2008: 193). In the case of Firma Ambulanz Glöckner v Landkreis Südwestpfalz,<sup>58</sup> a medical assistance organisation was found to be an undertaking, even though it was entrusted with these activities by law. The Court held that users paid for services, and that the latter did not have to be carried out by that organisation or any other public organisation.

In EU case law, social security and health insurance funds posed particular problems regarding the notion of undertakings in competition law. In these cases, the Court referred to the principle of solidarity in the performance of funds, and it did not so much rely on the question of whether the services in question can be provided in the market (Jones & Sufrin, 2008: 617).<sup>59</sup> This principle has become a general tool to distinguish between economic and non-economic activities, and, consequently, between undertakings and entities that cannot be qualified as such. If activities are performed based on solidarity, the organisation is considered to be an undertaking, and vice versa. The principle of solidarity as a means of redistribution of income between those who are better off and those who are deprived of the necessary social coverage manifests itself in individual contributions that are not proportionate to the individual risk insured, and the amount of benefits paid is not linked to the individual’s earnings. For this purpose, compulsory membership is also important to uphold the principle of solidarity (Boeger, 2007: 327; see also Krajewski & Farley, 2004: 847).
As can be seen from the above-mentioned Slovenian case law referring to the issue of public entities as undertakings, the Office and courts did not make any proper analysis of whether a public entity was exercising public authority or not. Perhaps in these cases, the question was fairly obvious, and therefore it required no in-depth analysis. Regarding complex cases in the future, one could refer to EU case law and use the guidelines of the Court, which would be much helpful in deciding cases where it is not so clear at first sight whether or not an entity exercises public authority. It is a well-established practice in Slovenia that the Office and the Slovenian national courts apply the rules established in the cases before the Court as references when deciding competition cases.

5 Conclusion

Public entities should follow two different sets of rules in the SCA. The first set includes the rules referring to state restrictions on competition in Articles 64–72 of the SCA under which public entities are prohibited from restricting undertakings’ free entry into the market. The second set includes the rules that prohibit anti-competitive conduct of undertakings. Although public entities are established by law, and thereby performing public functions, they are not absolutely safe from competition rules that otherwise apply to businesses/commercial entities.

Regarding the anti-competitive conduct of the undertakings dealt with in this paper, we can draw the following conclusions. Firstly, public entities can be undertakings as they are understood in the language of competition law when they perform an activity for pay in the market. An example of such an activity would be a local community that sells certain appliances in the market or rents its own facilities. Secondly, public entities are not undertakings only when they exercise public authority. And thirdly, in the case of social security and health insurance funds, the solidarity principle in the performance of such funds is of importance in deciding whether or not entities can qualify as undertakings for the purposes of competition rules.
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17 The second part of the competition law is the law against unfair competition that is regulated by the Protection of Competition Act (OJ RS, No 18/1993 of 9 April 1993). Its goal is to establish and maintain fair play among market participants. Accordingly, any unfair advertisement, use of another company’s signage, etc., are prohibited.

18 Comparable provision is Article 101 TFEU.

19 Comparable provision is Article 102 TFEU.

20 Comparable provision is Article 2 of Regulation 139/2004.

21 So far, the Office has prohibited only one concentration between undertakings in the case of Delo/Večer (case 306-195/2008 of 23 September 2009).

22 The same can be said for public undertakings.

23 It should be mentioned that provisions regarding the control of concentrations between undertakings also refer to individuals (SCA, Article 10).

24 The position is the same under EU competition law.

25 Article 10(2) of the SCA.

26 It can be seen that this definition of ‘undertaking’ employs EU case law in Höffner and Elsner v Macroton, Case C-41/90, ECR 1991, p. 1-1979.


28 Italy v Sacchi, Case 155/73, ECR 1974, p. 409.

29 Under the EU competition rules, an entity can be considered an undertaking if it offers goods and services in a given market. The EU Court held in Fenin v Commission (case C-205/03P, ECR 2006, p. 1-6295) that purchasing medical goods from third parties is not an economic activity if these goods are subsequently used to provide health services on a non-economic basis. See Krajewski & Farley, 2007: 111 and seq., Ross, 2007: 1068, and Kling & Thomas, 2007: 57.


32 This conclusion can also be deduced from the EU case law (case C-244/94, Fédération Française des Sociétés d’Assurances and Others v Ministère de l’Agriculture et de la Pêche, ECR 1995, p. I-4013).
38 This doctrine also applies to relations between principal and commercial agent. See Case 306-21/2005 of 1 February 2006.
39 Article 6(1) provides: ‘Agreements between undertakings, decisions of business associations and concerted practices of undertakings whose object or effect is to prevent, restrict or distort competition in the Republic of Slovenia shall be prohibited and shall be null and void’.
40 See also Article 10 of the SCA under which transactions between undertakings are not treated as concentrations in the case of the so-called internal restructuring (e.g., two wholly-owned subsidiaries merge).
41 Article 3(3) of the SCA states: “A controlling undertaking shall mean an undertaking that, directly or indirectly:
- holds a majority of interests in capital or business shares in another undertaking;
- holds a majority of voting rights in another undertaking;
- has the right to appoint or remove a majority of the members of the management or supervisory board of another undertaking; or
- has the right to manage the affairs of another undertaking on the basis of business contract or other legal arrangement.”
42 Under formal control, more than half of the capital in another undertaking is enough to establish a group of undertakings, while this is not necessarily true for the establishment of actual control that is linked to voting rights.
43 See also Broberg, 1998: 63–65 as regards the control of concentrations under the EU competition rules.
45 It should be emphasised that public undertakings as understood in EU law are not always public entities. Under EU law, the notion of public undertakings encompasses all the undertakings that are directly or indirectly controlled by the state regardless of whether they are private or public entities (Kranjc, 2007: 77).
46 See more about the Slovenian regulation of public undertakings at Brezovnik, 2009: 185 and seq.
48 The same is true under EU competition rules (see Sacker & Herrmann, 2007: 455).
49 Such a derogation is contained in Article 106(2) TFEU under which public undertakings, entrusted with services of general economic interest if they are otherwise obstructed in the performance of their tasks, are not bound to follow competition rules. This means that entities can be found to be undertakings, but they are nevertheless excluded from the scope of competition rules according to Article 106(2) TFEU. See more at Brezovnik, 2009: 180; Faull & Nikpay, 2008: 626 and seq.; Ross, 2009: 130–138, Gundel, 2007: 1308 and seq.). According to our knowledge, there is no such a general derogation provision in Slovenian regulation.
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